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scale as a separate 7th DOF [15]. The latter becomes important in
multi-scale virtual environments that use technology that makes
differing view scales discernible, in which case the view scale
parameter value can strongly effect usability [22] [15].

ABSTRACT
We evaluate three bimanual 7 degree-of-freedom (7DOF) object
manipulation techniques that use a pair of precision grasped
isotonic devices called buttonballs. 7DOF manipulation means
changing position, orientation and scale. We compare the
techniques in a (stereo) Fish-tank Virtual Reality (VR) system.
The user study displays multiple randomly located boxes of
different sizes and the user must dock (i.e. align) each target box
with an objective box at the screen center. Comparing task
completion times shows that in cases where target and objective
boxes are the same size, all three techniques perform equivalently.
When the sizes differ--requiring a scale change--two of the
technique’s, Spindle+Wheel and a minor variant of Grab-andScale perform similarly, and are both faster than the third
technique, One-Hand+Scale. We compare and contrast our results
with other work including free-hand versus held device input and
also with 7DOF object manipulation versus 7DOF view
manipulation.

For 3D user interfaces, besides the various application
requirements that influence the choice of input devices, a key
issue is the mapping from the input device’s DOF's to the
manipulated object’s DOF's. Depending on the device technology
and mapping design, this might allow all object 7DOF's to be
manipulated simultaneously or might allow only a subset of the
7DOF's to be manipulated at a given time using different input
modes.
In a docking task, the user must align a target 3D object with an
objective object [25]. A common object shape is a tetrahedron. In
6DOF docking the target and object are the same size, while in the
7DOF docking they differ in size.
For a 6DOF docking task Masliah et al. [10] find that users tend to
allocate their control to the rotational and translational DOF’s
separately and switch control between the rotating and translating.
With training, allocation of control within the translational and
rotational subsets increases at a faster rate than across all 6 DOF’s
together. Their results suggest that the simultaneous manipulation
of all DOF's does not necessary lead to the fastest completion time.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]:
Interfaces –Method devices and strategies.

User

General Terms
Performance, Design, Human Factors

This paper evaluates 3 input techniques using isotonic 6DOF
devices [25] for a 7DOF object manipulation task, i.e.
manipulating the Euclidean DOF's, xyz+yaw,pitch,roll, plus scale.
Our goal is to compare a technique that always engages all 7DOF
against a technique where the user can choose whether to engage
only pose or to engage pose and scale together. We refer to the
former as “simultaneous 7DOF” and the latter as “separated
6DOF+Scale”. Our study is performed in a stereo Fish-Tank
virtual reality (VR) [23] (also Desktop VR [6]) environment with
precision-grasped, 6DOF button balls. We perform a user study
with 12 participants comparing the performance among the
following three techniques:

Keywords
3D vision, 7 Degree-of-Freedom, virtual reality, Fish tank VR,
virtual object manipulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Many interaction techniques have been developed for 3D
manipulation and navigation [1]. Among others, these involve
single and bi-manual 2D input devices, multi-touch, 6 degree-offreedom (6DOF) isotonic tracked held devices (or “props”) and
3D tracked hands and fingers using various technologies.
Common 3D interactions are 6DOF manipulation and navigation.
However, 7 degree-of-freedom (7DOF) interaction is important as
well. For object manipulation, this means including position,
orientation plus scale. For navigation, this means treating view
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One-Hand+Scale [23] [15] – an uni-manual, separated
6DOF with Scale technique
Spindle+Wheel [4] – a bi-manual, simultaneous 7DOF
technique
“One-Handed with Two-Handed Scaling” [5] – a bimanual, separated 6DOF+Scale technique. (Note this
technique is a minor variant of Grab-and-Scale [5]).

Our choice of these 3 techniques is discussed in Section 2.
The study’s manipulation tasks include conditions that both
require and do not require scale adjustment. Overall, we find that
when users do not have to change scale, all three techniques
performed equivalently. If users do have to scale, Spindle+Wheel
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only compares position control techniques therefore the review is
limited to position control. It is outside our scope to review the
pluses and minuses of position, rate, and acceleration control [2].
Our review is organized based on the 3 interaction techniques that
we use in our experiment.

and Grab-and-Scale perform similarly, but better than OneHand+Scale. Some of these results are consistent with our detailed
hypothesis and prior related work [9] [12] [4]; others are not. We
compare and contrast our results to the others. We discuss result
differences between 7DOF object manipulation versus 7DOF
travel (i.e. view manipulation) and discuss free-hand [12] versus
held device input and conclude with some guidelines.

When discussing bimanual techniques, we use Guiard’s
Kinematic Chain Theory terminology [7]. For brevity, the rest of
this document assumes the user is right handed. In the actual user
studies, the roles of the cursors would be reversed for a left
handed user.

2. BACKGROUND
7DOF interaction can control object manipulation, i.e. location
(x,y,z), orientation (yaw, roll, pitch) and scale. 7DOF interaction
also occurs in multi-scale virtual environments where the view
scale factor is discernible as a 7th degree-of-freedom due to stereo
parallax, head-coupled display’s motion parallax and direct 3D
manipulation [24] [22] [15]. Extensive multi-scale VE’s require
dynamic adjustment to this 7th view DOF. This study is limited to
a 7DOF object manipulation task rather than a 7DOF travel task.
But any position control 7DOF object manipulation technique can
be adapted to 7DOF travel with the scene-in-hand metaphor [2].

2.1 Hand+Fingers vs Held Devices
Isotonic 6DOF input can be controlled by either 6DOF held
devices or by hand and fingers tracking (abbreviated
hand+fingers) [2]. Hand and finger tracking can be implemented
in multiple ways. 6DOF tracked “data gloves” track the hand’s
6DOF pose and detect each individual finger’s phalange’s pose.
6DOF tracked pinch gloves track the hand’s 6DOF pose and
detect combinations of finger pinches. Cordless marker based
tracking is possible [13] as well as “free hand” tracking that
requires no markers [21].
Hand+fingers and held devices each have advantages and
disadvantages. The ideal hand+finger tracking implementation is a
free-hand one and the ideal held device tracking is completely
untethered (no wires) with no obtrusive markers sticking out of
the device on stalks, etc. With current technology, achieving these
ideals involve compromises on tracking precision, tracking
volume, and occlusion.
Moehring and Froehlich [13] present an extensive study
comparing a close-to-ideal free-hand implementation to a closeto-ideal held-device implementation used for several uni-manual
docking tasks. The same tracking technology by A.R.T. GmbH is
used over all conditions. Their general conclusion is:

Figure 1: Screen capture of virtual environment displayed on
desktop VR system in the experiment. The white frame
objective box locates in the screen center with red frame
target boxes around

“finger based interaction is generally preferred if the
functionality and ergonomics of manually manipulated
virtual artifacts has to be assessed. However, controllerbased interaction is often faster and more robust”

A standard protocol for comparing object manipulation techniques
is having users repeatedly perform a “docking” task [25]. As brief
review, we introduce our experiment’s particular 7DOF docking
protocol. (Section 3 fully details our protocol and system
hardware). Our virtual environment contains target boxes with 3
different fixed sizes at random locations in each trial. An
objective box appears at fixed size at the screen center a random
orientation in each trial (Figure 1). The user’s task is to select
each target box and manipulate it to align with the objective box.
Like colored faces must be matched.
A

The passive-haptic feedback of held devices appears beneficial.
Of course, some application domains require free hand 3D input
such as surgeons in an operating room.

2.2 A Simplified Taxonomy
There are many uni-manual and bi-manual techniques suitable for
7DOF manipulation. Many have been formally evaluated. We will
compare results of our study to the result of other studies. To help
compare and contrast the range of techniques, Table 1 (next page)
presents a taxonomy. Techniques grouped in a single row use the
same mapping of input DOF's to the manipulated object DOF's.
The Original column indicates the earliest usage of the mapping.
The H column indicates the number of hands used. The DOF
column indicates the number of DOF's available, denoted 'e+s'
where e are the number Euclidean DOF's and s indicates number
of scale DOF's. The Free-Hand and Held Device column separate
techniques that use free-hand tracking from those that use held
devices. The C. column encodes various classifications (C.
abbreviates “Classification”). '–' means the technique cannot
simultaneously adjust scale and pose, while + means the technique
can simulatenously adjust pose and scale. '*' means a single
button/pinch engages all supported DOF's at once. '**' means that
a two button/pinch’s in sequence are needed to engage pose and
scale. The first button/pinch engages pose and a second
button/pinch engages scale (while the pose adjustment remains

B

Figure 2: (A) Button balls and (B) corresponding spherical
cursors; left cursor is blue and right is pink.
In our experiment, the user holds isotonic input devices, in
particular 6DOF tracked buttonballs [16] [25] [20] (Figure 2A).
Each buttonball has a corresponding (stereoscopic) 3D cursor in
the virtual environment (Figure 2B).
Next, we review prior interaction techniques suitable for 7DOF
manipulation and present a simplified taxonomy. Our experiment
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eengaged). Potenttially, by requirring two button//pinch's the '+,*
**'
cclass techniques may operate sllightly slower th
han the '+,*' claass
teechniques. 'A' vs
v 'S' indicate whether
w
a bimaanual technique is
ssymmetric or asy
ymmetric [7]. As
A we review prrior work, we will
w
ddiscuss each row
w of the table.

Figure 3A shows thee Spindle+Wheeel visual feedbaack. A thin
wn between the two cursors
orange cylinder, the “sspindle”, is draw
[14] wiith a small red spphere at the midd-point. The “whheel” [4] is a
disc onn the right cursor indicating thhe plane of rotaation for the
pitch rootation.

22.3 One-Ha
anded with Scale
S
(OH)

To seleect an object, thee user places thee spindle’s centeer inside the
target oobject and pressses and holds thhe select buttonn on the left
button bball. This engagges object manippulation [14] whiich works as
followss and is illustratted in Figure 3B
B. Rotating one hand about
the othher while keepping their distaance constant, rotates the
selectedd box in yaw annd roll, moving the hands closeer or farther
apart sccales the box, w
while translating the hands rigiddly translates
the obj
bject [9]. Figurre 3B illustratees the difference between
Spindlee+Wheel and thee earlier Mapes and Moshell’s 55DOF+Scale
techniqque (re-used by Spindle [14]). T
The 5DOF+Scalle technique
providees all the illustraated DOF’s exceept the ability too pitch -- the
green aarc with arrow inn Figure 3B. Sppindle+Wheel suupports pitch
by spinnning or twistinng the right buutton ball with the fingers
around wheel axis. Thhis rotates the selected object around the
spindlee axis [4].

H DOF

Original

1 6,1
1 One-Hand
w/ Scale [15] [23]
[9]
[ 2 5+1

2 5DOF+Scale
(glove)
3 Spindle+Wheel
[4]

2 6+1

4 Grab-and-Scale
[5] (glove)

2 6+1

C.

+,* Handle-Bar [17]

Held Device
OH
1

TC [20]
2

S

Spindle [4] [14]

+,*

Spindle+Wheeel

≈S
+,** 6DOF-Hand [12]]
A

12] 2 5+1
[1

+,**

12] 2 6+1
6 3DOF-Hand [1
(free hand)

+,**

5 Air TRS
(free hand)

Free-Hand

-,**

OTS
HIM [20]

A

Cho annd Wartell dem
monstrate that Sppindle+Wheel yyields faster
compleetion times thann the 5DOF+Sccale approach ffor a 7DOF
dockingg task [4]. Spinddle+Wheel is “m
mostly” symmetrric in that all
but the pitch DOF are bbimanually symm
metric.

A

L
Legend:

A

 can scale simu
ultaneously,  cannot scale sim
multaneously
* scale always enabled, ** scalee engaged with 2nd pinch or butto
on
S symmetric, A asymmetric (Gu
uiard classificatio
on [7])
C
Conditions in ou
ur experiment are Bold
Table 1: Rowss are techniquess with the same DOF mapping.
However, within
w
a row thee input technolo
ogy and scale
en
ngagement conditions may varry.

B

O
Our experiment includes a one-h
handed isotonic technique, calleed
““One-Handed wiith Scale techniq
que” (abbreviated OH). OH worrks
aas follows. For trranslation and ro
otation, the user presses and holds
thhe selection buttton after placing
g the cursor inside the target bo
ox
[23] [15]. Then the
t box movemeent has been attaached to the curssor
aand with the cu
ursor center as the
t rotation cen
nter. To scale th
he
taarget box, the user
u
places the cursor
c
inside thee box and pressses
aand holds a secon
nd scaling button. To scale up and
a down, the usser
m
moves the cursorr hand toward orr away from the screen. Scaling is
ccontrolled by ratte control. Priorr work suggests for this one-han
nd
77DOF techniquee users prefer raate control for scale
s
compared to
pposition control [4].
[

Figu
ure 3: Spindle+
+Wheel conditioon. (A) Spindle+
+Wheel’s
visuall feedback. (B) Bimanual DOF
F’s of Mapes an
nd Moshell
“5DO
OF+Scale” techn
nique [9] versuss “Spindle+Wheeel”
[4]
wh
hich adds pitch ((green).

W
Within the taxon
nomy, the One-H
Hand with Scalee (OH) appears in
T
Table 1, row 1. 6DOF pose and scale cannot perforrm
ssimultaneously and
a use two butttons, hence OH is '6,1' and '-,**'.
O
OH is not bimaanual and has no
n symmetric/assymmetric Guiaard
cclassification.

5DOF+
+Scale and Spinndle appear in T
Table 1, row 2. All row 2
techniqques are 5+1 D
DOF, engage alll DOF’s at oncce with one
button//pinch ('+,*') andd are symmetric ('S'). Spindle+W
Wheel in row
3. Sonng et al. [17] ppresent a free-haand “Handle-Baar”. By our
DOF+Scale [9] with nearly
observaation Handle-baar replicates 5D
identicaal visual feedbaack of Spindle [14]. (Song ett al. do not
mentionn the replicationn).

22.4 Spindlee+Wheel (S+
+W)
O
Our experiment’s first two-haanded manipulattion condition is
S
Spindle+Wheel [4].
[ Spindle+Wh
heel extends prio
or work [9] [5] [14]
bby allowing all 7DOF
7
to be man
nipulated simultaaneously with on
ne
bbutton.

1

TC ('Two-Corn
ners') is actually
y 5+3 (separate xyz scales), butt a
5+1 variant is possible
p

2

Original Spindle uses power grip SpaceGrips
S
[13]
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with 50%, 100% and 200% of the objective box’s size appear at
random locations and orientations on the ground-plane. The user
must select the target boxes one by one and align the target cube
with the objective cube. Like colored faces must match. This
requires object rotation, translation, and scaling to match the sizes.

2.5 One-Handed with Two-Hand Scaling
(OTS)

When the distance between the target cube’s corresponding vertices
is within a tolerance (0.84 cm) of the objective cube’s vertices, the
frame of the cube turns green. If the target box is selected and kept
green for 0.8 seconds [25], it will disappear and a success sound
will be played indicating one docking operation is complete. The
user then proceeds to dock the next target box. After docking the
three target boxes, one trial has been completed and the system
automatically generates three new target boxes for the next trial.

Figure 4: Graphical representation in scaling manipulation
Masliah et al.’s [10] result suggests a possible advantage to
separating scale control into a separate second mode. This motivates
evaluating a third technique called “One-Handed with Two-Hand
Scaling” (OTS). In OTS, the left hand button ball operates the same
as the One-Hand technique (OH) for translation and rotation by
pressing a left cursor button. Additionally pressing a right cursor
button engages scaling. In OTS, scale-mode displays a dotted green
line between the two cursors (Figure 4). The scale is adjusted based
on any ensuing change in distance between the cursors; this is
similar to Spindle+Wheel.

Once for each user (at the start of her session), the user holds the
button balls and rests her elbows on the chair’s arms and the
experimenter sets a translational offset that places the 3D cursors in
the center of the screen. This is designed to maximize the degree to
which the user rests her elbows during interaction [16].
As mentioned, we evaluate three technique conditions with
buttonballs devices: One-Hand with Scale (OH), Spindle+Wheel
(S+W) and One-Hand with Two-Handed Scaling (OTS) crossed
with 3 box sizes (50%, 100% and 200%). We also ported
Spindle+Wheel to a free-hand implementation but the tracking
results of commodity systems were not robust enough to perform a
useful free-hand versus held-device comparison. (We discuss the
specific difficulties encountered in Section 5.4).

The DOF mapping of OTS is the same a Culter et. al’s bi-manual
“Grab-and-Scale” (Table 1, row 4), but Grab-and-Scale uses tracked
pinch gloves while OTS uses buttonballs. Also, unlike Grab-andScale, OTS also includes the deliberate translation offset between
input device and cursor to counter fatigue [16]. OTS also essentially
uses the same 7DOF mapping as the Hand-in-Middle (HIM)
technique [20] and uses equivalent input devices, however, the
target task differs.

Our experiment is within subjects. Participants perform all 3
techniques and encounter all box sizes. For each technique
condition, there are two blocks: a training block followed by a 6
trials of experiment block (18 dockings total). Presentation order of
manipulation technique condition was counter-balanced between
participants. All participants successfully finished the study in 80
minutes.

We will compare and contrast our study’s results to Mendes et al.’s
[12] user study. So we briefly review their techniques and relate
them to the ones we evaluate. Mendes et al. [12] present a bimanual
free-hand technique called “6-DOF Hand” (Table 1, row 4). By our
observation, 6-DOF Hand is the same as Grab-and-Scale but uses
free hand tracking instead of tracked gloves. Hence, 6-DOF Hand
and OTS differ in that OTS has an offset and uses buttonballs and
two buttons, while 6-DOF-Hand is free-hand with two pinch
gestures but no offset.

The system hardware uses Nvidia 3D Vision glasses with Nvidia
Quadro 2000 and a 120Hz 22” LCD monitor. The position of button
balls and user’s head are tracked by a Polhemus Fastrak. Software is
written in OpenSceneGraph, VRPN [19] and an in-house C++
integration API [18] .

Mendes et al. [12] also present “Air TRS” (Table 1 row 5). Like
5DOF+Scale, Air TRS controls 5+1 DOF’s, xyz-yaw-roll+scale,
but while 5DOF+Scale is symmetric, Air TRS is asymmetric. In
particular the center of scale and rotation is always the left hand. Air
TRS appears to be a hybrid of 5DOF+Scale and Grab-and-Scale.

Twelve unpaid students from the Computer Science and Computer
Engineering departments with little or no experience using 3D
computer graphic applications participated in the study. Participants
were required to tell the distance differences of different boxes in
the scene and distinguish the colors of the box frames and faces.

Mendes et al. also present 3DOF-Hand. It provides simultaneous
7DOF. Scaling works as in 5DOF+Scale. Translation is controlled
by the initiating (left) hand but rotation is controlled by mapping the
secondary hand’s orientation directly to the selected object (rotation
gain is 1).

Our hypotheses are:

3. EXPERIMENT





Section 2 introduced our experiment’s protocol as part of a review
of docking experimental protocols.
Now we present our
experimental design in detail.



The virtual environment is displayed in a stereoscopic, Fish-tank
VR configuration [23]. The environment has a checker-board
ground-plane (Figure 1). It is 40 cm square with half appearing
behind the display surface and half appearing in front. In the center
of the screen is a translucent box, the Objective Box, of fixed size
and at a random orientation per trial. Each face has a different color.
This cube’s pose remains stationary relative to the display screen
during target box manipulation. At each trial, three target boxes
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H1: For 100% box size, OTS and OH will outperform S+W
because S+W always engages scale and for the 100% box
size which adds extra mental and physical effort to avoid
changing the box size.
H2: For the 50% and 200%, OTS and S+W will perform
faster than OH because they allow simultaneous control of
scale, while OH requires switching between 6DOF and Scale
mode.
H3: For the 50% and 200%, S+W will perform faster than
OTS because it only requires engaging a single button to
engage scale, while OTS requires the user alternatively
engage and disengage the secondary scale button.
H4: Overall, completion times for the 100% box will be
faster than for the 50% and 200% percent cases due to the
lack of need to scale.



than to brings hands apaart (scale up) from an initial paraallel position.
Sectionn 5.2 elaborates oon this issue.

H5: Overall box sizes, OTS and S+W willl outperform OH
H,
because frrom H3 they should domin
nate the scalin
ng
sconditions and our protoco
ol has 2 scaling
g conditions and
d1
non-scaling condition.

W
We next presen
nt our quantitattive and subjecctive results. All
A
ssignificant results are p=0.05.

Finally,, there is a signnificant main effe
fect on task com
mpletion time
for inteeraction techniquues (F(2,22)=16..195, p<.001, ߟଶ =.596). The
LSD coomparisons indiccate that the com
mpletion time oof both OTS
(M=21..2, SD=7.33, p<.005) and S+W (M=21.85, SD=55.06, p<.001)
are fastter than OH (M=
=27.08, SD=8.82)). This confirms H5.

44.1 Quantittative Resullts

4.2 S
Subjective R
Results

44. RESULT
TS

When aasked which inteeraction techniquue (OH vs. S+W)) is better for
rotationn, six participantss answered S+W
W and the other haalf answered
OH. Eiight answered O
OH is better thhan S+W for trranslation, 3
answereed both are equivvalent, and one aanswered S+W. When asked
which technique is beetter for scaling, four answered OTS, three
S+W, three rateed OH, one annswered OH annd OTS are
rated S
equivallent, and one answ
wered S+W and OTS are equivalent.

W
We use a 3×3 repeated measurres ANOVA an
nd use interactio
on
teechnique presen
ntation order as the between
n-subjects facto
or.
M
Manipulation tech
hnique condition
n has value set {O
One-handed (OH
H),
SSpindle+Wheel (S+W),
(S
One-hand
ded with Two-ha
anded Scale (OT
TS)}
aand target box siize has value sett {50%, 100%, 200%}.
2
These tw
wo
vvariables are man
nipulated within participants.
p
T
There is a signifi
ficant interaction
n effect on task
k completion tim
me
(F
F(4,44)=9.486, p<.001,
p
ߟଶ =.463
3). Hence we ex
xamine the simp
ple
eeffects for each box size.

Regardding the question about which tecchnique is most inntuitive, five
answereed OTS, four aanswered S+W, two answered O
OH and one
rated O
OH and OTS equiivalent.
Overalll, seven of twelvve participants prreferred the OTS
S, three rated
S+W aand one rated O
OTS and S+W equivalent. Particcipants rated
arm faatigue after finisshing the experriment for eachh interaction
conditioon (on a 7-point Likert scale, 1 nno fatigue to 7 vvery painful).
There is no significaant main effectt on arm fatiguue rate for
interacttion condition (χχ2(2)=.054), ratees were OH=1.996, OTS=2.0
and S+W
W=2.04.

5. DIISCUSSION
N
In this section, we com
mpare our resultss to other relatedd studies and
hypotheesize reasons forr differences.

5.1 C
Compare to Spindle+W
Wheel for 7D
DOF
Traveel

F
Figure 5: Completion time for diifferent box sizess: 50%, 100% an
nd
200%
% by different maanipulation techn
niques

H1 preedicted for 100% box size thaat both OTS annd OH will
outperfform S+W becauuse S+W always engages scale annd in the 100%
box sizze this requires additional phyysical and mentaal efforts to
maintaiin a constant scalle factor. Howevver, the results doo not support
H1 (i.e.. OTS, OH and S
S+W perform thee same). In contrrast, Cho and
Wartelll found that O
OH and a moddified Spindle+W
Wheel (that
separateed scale with a secondary buttoon) both did peerform faster
than Sppindle+Wheel foor trials where sccale change was not needed.
Howevver, their expeeriment explores 7DOF traveel, adapting
Spindlee+Wheel using thhe scene-in-handd metaphor, not 77DOF object
manipuulation. This mayy explain the difffering outcomes aas follows.

T
There is a siignificant simp
ple effect for 50% box size
(F
F(2,22)=10.908, p<.005, ߟଶ =.49
98). LSD compaarisons show OT
TS
(M
M=24.99, SD=6.72, p<.005) and S+W (M=
=22.56, SD=4.5
52,
pp<.005) has fasteer completion tim
me than OH (M=
=30.76, SD=6.09
9).
T
This partially confirms H2 (fo
or sub-case 50%
%). However th
he
pprediction that S+W
S
is faster than
t
OTS for 50% (H3) is not
n
ssupported.
T
There is also a simple
s
effect on
n 200% box sizee (F(2,22)=18.88
83,
pp<.001, ߟଶ =.632)). LSD comparisson show OTS (M
M=20.2, SD=6.7
71,
pp<.005) and S+W (M=17.34,, SD=2.62, p<
<.001) has fastter
ccompletion time than OH (M=3
31.33, SD=9.36). This complettes
cconfirmation of H2. Again, how
wever the predicction that S+W is
ffaster than OTS for
f 200% (H3) is not supported.

Our maanipulation task requires a selecction step; the m
manipulation
cannot be engaged untiil the cursor is iinside a target boox. For Cho
and Waartell’s 7DOF trravel, the travel user interactionn is engaged
immediiately upon buttton press withouut requiring the cursor to be
inside tthe target. In thee 100% case, theeir average comppletion times
were 100.6s, 12.1s and 15.5s for OH, S
SWS, and S+W rrespectively.
For us, in the 100% caase, the averages are 16.4s, 16.5ss and 17.34s
S, OH and S+W
W. The increase m
may be explained by the extra
for OTS
time reequired to move the cursor to thhe target box forr a selection
step. Poossibly on averaage this adds ann equal incremennt across all
three coonditions, leadinng to a lesser overall percentagge difference
betweenn interaction teechniques and hence lack off significant
perform
mance differencee between OTS aand S+W for 1000%. Perhaps
repeatinng our experimeent, but as a 7D
DOF travel task, would find
OTS peerforms better thaan S+W for the 1100% box size.

T
The simple effectt of 100% box iss not significant.. This is surprisin
ng
aas it fails to supp
port H1, that OT
TS and OH will outperform S+W
W.
S
Section 5.1 elaborates on possib
ble reasons for this in context of
ddiffering results found by otherrs for Spindle+
+Wheel for 7DO
OF
trravel.
F
For the main efffects, there exiists significant difference amon
ng
ddifferent box siizes (F(2,22)=3
30.074, p<.001, ߟଶ =.732). LS
SD
ccomparisons sho
ow that 100% box
b size (M=17
7.1, SD=4.27) has
h
ffaster completion
n time than 50%
% (M=26.1, SD=
=6.38, p<.001) an
nd
2200% box size (M
M=22.9, SD=8.7,, p<.001). This co
onfirms H4.
Inn addition, 200%
% box size has fasster completion time
t
than 50% bo
ox
ssize (p<.05). Thiis was unexpectted, however, it corroborates Ch
ho
aand Wartell’s [4
4] study of bi-m
manual, 7DOF navigation. They
ssuggest users fou
und it easier to bring
b
hands togeether (scale dow
wn)

5.2 2200% vs 50%
% Box Sizee
The 2000% box size hass faster completiion times than 500% box size
manual conditioons. This corrobborates Cho annd Wartell’s
for bim

6

[4] study of bi-manual 7DOF travel. They suggest that in bimanual tasks users found it easier to scale down (bring hands
together) than to scale up (brings hands apart).

conditions include a translation offset to reduce fatigue [16]; the
screen is vertical, and the user sits.
Mendes et al.’s 6DOF-Hand, Air TRS and Handle-Bar techniques’
relation to Grab-and-Scale and 5DOF+Scale are reviewed in
Table 1 and Sections 2.4 and 2.5. A primary difference between
Mendes et al.’s and our study’s techniques is their use of freehand tracking versus our use of buttonballs.

We add a literature review on shoulder range-of-motion that is
insightful. McCully et al. [11] study the range-of-motion (ROM)
of shoulder rotation in healthy adults. “Shoulder rotation” is the
anatomical adjustment that swings the lower arm at the elbow as
shown in Figure 6A (next page). McCully et al. examine ROM
for internal and external rotation directions when the shoulder is
held at 4 different alignments. Figure 6A, B and C sketch three of
their tested positions and show the mean ROMs. Internal rotations
are positive and external rotations are negative. Figure 6D is our
estimate of the typical internal and external rotation limits when
the elbow is resting on a chair arm or table in our experiment.
This is based on our anecdotal observations in our experiment and
interpolating McCully et al.’s results for our typical shoulder
alignment. We observe the external (“outward”) rotation range is
more limited than internal (“inward”) rotation range which is
consistent with the ROM literature. As the shoulder alignment
grows farther away from being aligned with the Y-axis – where
the ROM is greatest – the external rotation limit decreases. We
find that in bimanual interaction in seated Fish-Tank VR, shoulder
alignment ranges between situation A, B and D. In our 3D user
interface, scaling up requires bringing the hands apart (external
rotation) which is less comfortable than bringing them together
(internal rotation) to scale down. We suspect these anatomical
issues explain both our and other researchers’ observation that
bimanually scaling up a small object is slightly slower than
scaling down a large object because the range limits cause more
clutching in the former.

Mendes et al.’s Task #1 is a 2DOF task requiring 2D translation
(dropping a ball into a solid cube with a bored out cylinder hole).
In this case, 3DOF-Hand, 6DOF-Hand, Air TRS and Handle-Bar
did not significantly differ; moreover the first 3 techniques only
engage one hand for this task. Compare this to our 100% box
trials (a 6DOF task) where OH, S+W and OTS did not
significantly differ. A commonality across both their results and
ours is that two-handed and one-handed techniques performed
similarly when the tasks require manipulating less than or equal 6
DOF’s.
Next, we compare Mendes et al.'s Task #2 to our 50% and 200%
conditions (both tasks require scale adjustment). Mendes et al.’s
Task #2 docks a donut into a donut shaped hole bored out of a
face of a cube. Translation and size change is required but not
rotation. Handle-Bar is faster than the others which performed
similarly (6DOF-Hand, Air TRS, 3DOF Hand). In our 50% and
200% conditions scale change is required (7DOF). OTS and S+W
perform similarly, but outperform OH. Note, Handle-Bar always
simultaneously engages scale (one pinch) while 6DOF-Hand, Air
TRS and 3DOF-Hand require a second pinch to engage scale.
Again, scale is required for Task #2.
In our task, Spindle+Wheel, which always engages scale ('+,*'), is
not faster than OTS, where scaling requires a secondary button
('+,**'). In Mendes et al’s Task #2, their technique, which always
engage scale ('+,*'), is faster than those that require a secondary
scale engagement pinch ('+,**'). A possible hypothesis is that
requiring a secondary scale engagement button ('+,**) slows
performance compared to class '+,*', but due to ceiling effects it is
not measurable for a more complex task, such as our
Translate+Rotate+Scale, but is measurable for simpler (faster)
tasks, such as Translate+Scale (Mendes et al.’s Task #2).

B) Upper Arm on Z

A) Arm At Side on Y

‐23
131

90

Y
Z

‐67

Plane of Rotation (Y)

Plane of Rotation (Z)

Next, we compare Mendes et al.’s Task #3 with our 50% and 200%
conditions (both are full 7DOF). Mendes et al.’s Task #3 requires
docking a half-cylinder into a half-cylinder shaped hole bored out
of a cube. This is a 7DOF task but the half-cylinder can fit one of
two ways, whereas our 7DOF task requires matching all like color
faces – i.e. it can “fit” only one way. They find Handle-Bar and
6DOF-Hand perform similarly, but outperform Air TRS. HandleBar always engages scale ('+,*') while 6DOF-Hand and Air TRS
require a secondary pinch ('+,**'). It does not appear the
presence/absence of a secondary scale pinch alone can explain the
time difference. Our 50% and 200% conditions also show no
performance difference between the technique that always
engages scale, Spindle+Wheel ('+,*' ; Handle-Bar) and the
technique that requires a secondary button/pinch to engage scale,
OTS ('+,**' ; 6DOF-Hand). This suggests that for 7DOF object
docking, the presence/absence of a required secondary scale
button/pinch does not significantly affect completion time for
either free-hand or held devices.

X
D) Arm ‐ Elbow Resting
(X plane, 45 up from Y)

C) Upper Arm on X
‐17

‐40 (?)
90 (?)
163

Figure 6: (A), (B) and (C) are shoulder rotation limits
(internal >0; external < 0) for healthy adults with upper arms
at various positions [11]. (D) is our estimate of the
comfortable ROM when the elbow rests on a table as in our
Fish-Tank VR environment – this is based on our
observations and interpolating results of [11].

5.3 Compare to Prior Free-Hand Techniques

In both our and Mendes et al.’s results the Mapes-Moshell’s
5DOF+Scaled
derived
rotation
methods
(Handle-Bar,
Spindle+Wheel) completion time is not significantly different
from the Grab-and-Scale derived methods (6DOF-Hand, OTS).
[1]For rotation, Mendes et al. report that users prefer 6DOF-Hand

Next, we compare our results to Mendes et al. Both our and their
virtual environment neither simulates gravity nor prevents object
collision. Mendes et al. do not have a translation offset between
the hand and the cursor; they use a horizontal stereo, head-tracked
display (aka Responsive Workbench) and the user stands. All our
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(i)

7DOF object docking:
Handle-Bar ≡ 6DOF-Hand
(free hand, row 2) ≡ (free hand, row 4)
(ii) 7DOF travel docking:
Spindle+Wheel  Spindle
(held device, row 3)  (held device, row 2)
(iii) 7DOF object docking:
Spindle+Wheel ≡ OTS
(held device, row 3) ≡ (held device, row 4)
(iv) 6DOF object docking:
held device  free hand

over Handle-Bar. Similarly, our users overall preference are 7/12
preferred OTS compared to 3/12 for S+W. In both cases, more
users prefer the bimanual technique where only one hand controls
rotation (Table 1, row 4) over the bimanual technique where both
hands control rotation (Table 1, row 2 & row 3). Mapes and
Moshell’s indicate their users preferred bi-manual rotation
(5DOF+Scale) over a one-handed rotation [23], but they do not
cite specific questionnaire results.
In Task #3, Mendes et al. suggest Handle-Bar outperforms 3DOFHand and Air TRS not because of different DOF mappings, but
because the selection point (Handle-Bar/Spindle center) is not
occluded by the user’s hands. But Handle-Bar and 6DOF-Hand do
not perform significantly different and 6DOF-Hand does have the
occlusion issue. In our case, however, due to the translation offset
none of our conditions co-locate the buttonball (and hence hand)
with the 3D cursors and we still find Spindle+Wheel (HandleBar) performs similarly to OTS (6DOF-Hand). These results
suggest the need to investigate whether adding translation offset
versus no offset as an additional factor across all conditions would
change the outcomes.

[12]
[4]
(this paper)
[13]

Our literature review and result (iv) leaves the possibility of an
interaction effect of hand+fingers versus held device
implementation of a given bimanual technique and our Section 5.1
results indicate travel and object manipulation tasks that use the
same DOF mappings can differ in performance outcomes. This
suggests the following 4-way 7DOF experiment should be done:
EX1: {Grab-and-Scale, Spindle+Wheel}
{hand+fingers, held device}
{travel, object manipulation}
{multiple scale factors}

5.4 Free-Hand Spindle+Wheel
As mentioned in Section 3 we ported Spindle+Wheel to a freehand implementation in our Fish-Tank VR. The user forms a Ushape with her index finger and thumb of the dominant hand to
engage the pitch operation. The degree of pitch rotation comes
from computing a line between the index finger tip and thumb tip
and tracking the rotation of this line around the between-hand
axis. Unfortunately, a Kinect + 3Gears’ software implementation
could not track the index and thumb robustly enough for a formal
comparison against buttonball Spindle+Wheel.

From the issues we encounter and discussed in Section 5.4,
experiment EX1 must be done with a robust marker based
tracking to allow proper and fair comparison between hand+finger
and held device techniques [13].
1.
2.

We ported this interface to the Leap Motion as well and piloted a
comparison of the buttonball versus free-hand Spindle+Wheel [3].
Unfortunately, the Leap Motion while better, but it is still not
robust enough for formal evaluation. The U-gesture recognition
rate was still significantly less than the "100% recognition rate" of
a button press in the buttonball condition. We found roughly 75%
recognition rate by the Leap Motion. (Others formally evaluating
the Leap Motion found gesture recognition rates insufficient as
well and resorted to substituting a second hand to press a
keyboard key to engage their interaction techniques [2]). The
tracking volume of the Leap Motion is also limited compared to
the buttonballs' Polhemus. For buttonball Spindle+Wheel moving
a buttonball by 1 cm moves the cursor by 1 cm. Free-hand
Spindle+Wheel used the same C/D ratio. While performing the
docking task it is fairly common to lose tracking while performing
maneuvers equivalent to those with the buttonball because the
hands exit the Leap’s tracking volume. A user strategy of dividing
attention between the docking task on the screen and keeping
one's hands constrained in the Leap Motion tracking volume
proved impractical. Using a different C/D ratio would change the
distance the user maintains between her hands which alters the
angular 'leverage' available when performing roll and yaw
rotations. These issues prevented a fair comparison free-hand
versus buttonball Spindle+Wheel. In the following section we will
discuss our future plan.

Completion Time:
a. Grab-and-Scale ≡ Spindle+Wheel
(this paper)
b. Grab-and-Scale ≡ Spindle
[12]
“Average” user subjective preference-wise:
a. Grab-and-Scale > Spindle+Wheel
(this paper)
b. Grab-and-Scale > Spindler

Because (2) is an individual preference, the best general isotonic
7DOF manipulation guideline is:
G1: If satisfying each individual user’s preference is of high
importance to the interface designer, give the user the option
of Spindle+Wheel or Grab-and-Scale derived methods;
otherwise use Grab-and-Scale.
Finally Section 5.2, suggests the following expectation for any
bimanual isotonic technique that uses the scale technique derived
from 5DOF+Scale:
G2: A seated user is likely to be slightly slower at scaling up
than scaling down.
Potentially a designer could choose a slightly higher gain
factor for scaling up to combat this.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper evaluated 3 input techniques using isotonic 6DOF
devices for a 7DOF manipulation task. Overall, we found that
when users do not have to scale, all three techniques performed
equivalently. If users do have to scale, Spindle+Wheel and OneHanded-with-Two-Hand-Scaling perform better than One-Hand
with Scale but similarly to each other. Some users preferred one
bimanual technique over the other. Similarities with Mendes et
al.’s results lead to a tentative guideline, G1, for 7DOF bimanual
isotonic interaction. However, our comparison with several other
prior suggests several possible interaction effects which indicate
need for the further experiment, EX1. We plan to perform this
experiment and within its context to also analyze the distribution
of users’ allocation of the different 7DOF’s [8].

5.5 Implications for Design and Future Work
Let, T1 ≡ T2, denote that the task completion time for techniques
T1 and T2 are not significantly different and T1 > T2 denote T1
performs better than T2 (statistically significantly faster). Then we
have the following for isotonic control (row x refers to Table 1):
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